3D MR angiography of renal arteries: comparison of volume rendering and maximum intensity projection algorithms.
To compare volume rendering (VR) and maximum intensity projection (MIP) as postprocessing techniques of magnetic resonance (MR) angiography for detection and quantification of renal artery stenosis. Twenty-seven patients underwent three-dimensional contrast material-enhanced MR angiography of the renal arteries with a 1.5-T imager. For each renal artery, targeted MIP and VR images were reconstructed in oblique coronal and transverse orientations. For each modality, image generation and evaluation were performed interactively by two independent radiologists blinded to angiographic results. In comparison with digital subtraction angiography (DSA) findings, stenosis quantification and detection by using MIP and VR were evaluated with the use of 50% and 70% cutoff points by using linear regression analysis and 2 x 2 tables. Overall image quality and vascular delineation on MIP and VR images were also compared. All main and accessory renal arteries depicted at DSA were also demonstrated on MIP and VR images. VR performed slightly better than MIP for quantification of stenoses greater than 50% (VR: r(2) = 0.84, P <.001; MIP: r(2) = 0.38, P =.001) and significantly better for severe stenoses (VR: r(2) = 0.83, P <.001; MIP: r(2) = 0.21, P =.1). For detection of stenosis, VR yielded a substantial improvement in positive predictive value (VR: 95% and 90%; MIP: 86% and 68% for stenoses greater than 50% and 70%, respectively). Image quality obtained with VR was not significantly better than that with MIP; however, vascular delineation on VR images was significantly better. The VR technique of renal MR angiography enabled more accurate detection and quantification of renal artery stenosis than did MIP, with significantly improved vascular delineation.